


The IT factor

From virtually anywhere, and with just a few taps on a mobile 
device, consumers can now place an order for food delivery or 
book a trip around the world. As consumers continue to crave 
convenience, no matter their location, restaurant and hospitality 
businesses must invest in cutting-edge technology that exceeds 
expectations and complements online transactions. 

That’s why 47 percent of restaurant operators and 61 percent 
of hotel operators plan to increase IT spending in 2018.1,2 Long-
term success lies in adopting innovative, versatile solutions 
that not only streamline operations but also facilitate engaging, 
personalized experiences. Modern, reliable and efficient point of 
sale technology, such as the HP Engage One system, can help 
restaurant and hospitality operators enhance customer service 
capabilities and improve satisfaction.

47% of restaurants and 61% of hotels 
plan to increase IT budgets for 2018.1,2
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SATISFACTION
Create a seamless experience 
tailored to each guest 
Hospitality operators build loyalty by creating stellar guest 
experiences at every touchpoint. Today’s digitally empowered 
patrons expect smooth, high-quality service from the moment they 
walk through the door. Versatile point of sale technology is key to 
enabling staff to exceed guests’ expectations and deliver on the 
industry’s top two tech objectives for 2018.1,2

2018 top tech objectives
Operators most frequently cite the following IT objectives:1,2

Improve digital customer engagement and loyalty 
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Improve customer analytics
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INTRODUCING THE HP ENGAGE ONE SYSTEM  
Capabilities that exceed expectations
Go above and beyond for every patron. With the HP Engage One system, you can cater to individual tastes at multiple points in 
the customer journey, making each meal and every stay more meaningful and satisfying.

Use customer data to offer menu 
suggestions based on guest preferences 

and allow diners to accrue loyalty points for 

discounts and rewards.

Offer guests the ability to complete surveys 

or enter promotional contests, so you can 

gain more insight into their tastes and 

better tailor their next experience.

Provide self-service check-in for guests 

who prefer to skip the line, especially 

during high-traffic hours.



of their IT 
budget maintaining 
existing systems.1

In 2017, 
restaurants spent

RELIABILITY
Secure consistent performance that 
keeps your business moving

When technology is slow, outdated, out of order or out for repair, it negatively 
impacts the customer experience — ultimately failing expectations for consistent, 
timely and reliable service. Updating technology for a single location or an entire 
franchise can be a significant investment; but choosing not to can be even more 
costly. The inability to accept new payment methods can mean lost business, 
whereas unforeseen repairs and replacements, as well as the skilled labor needed to 
address frequent issues, can gobble up the bulk of IT budgets. Restaurants spent 66 
percent of their IT dollars maintaining existing systems in 2017,1 rather than putting 
these funds toward technology innovations.

Due to the overwhelming maintenance costs and operational disruptions brought on 
by older technology, IT executives in the restaurant business claim that being held 
back by legacy systems is the biggest challenge facing their teams.1 The foodservice 
industry is not alone; hotels cited the burden of maintaining existing IT infrastructure 
as their second biggest challenge, falling only behind insufficient IT budgets.2 
Up-to-date point of sale technology can help keep your restaurant or hotel running 
smoothly and reduce IT spending on maintaining legacy systems, freeing up funds 
for tech innovations that have the potential to transform your entire business.

Outstanding support and reliability
When you’re confident in your technology, you can focus more on your guests. The versatile HP Engage One system pairs  
gorgeous design with durable functionality and maximum configurability to elevate the customer experience and support  
your business operations.

24/7 reliability 
Count on around-the-clock dependability with technology that’s ready when you are.

Touchscreen display 
Engage customers and equip staff with a high-definition, easy-to-view, 14-inch diagonal display.

Compact footprint
Free up valuable counter space and increase visual appeal; add an optional in-column receipt printer for an even cleaner counter.*  

Outstanding durability with 7th Generation Intel® Core™ processor 
Install liquid-resistant technology that can withstand high-use operations and harsh conditions for extended hours.

Three-year warranty and on-site repair**
Limit downtime and the impact to service with warranty and support options that keep your investment running.

Available in ebony black or ceramic white
Complement your design aesthetic with the color of your choice.
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HP BIOSphere Gen3 safeguards your data and device.

The industry-leading firmware ecosystem and the first self-healing Basic  
Input/Output System (BIOS) helps keep your device and data protected in 
the event of a malware attack.***

Next-level security is always on the menu
Guests entrust you with their personal information, so it’s important to keep it safe with devices you can count on. 
The HP Engage One system has built-in protection to help secure your critical assets and protect customer data.

Device Guard shields against attacks through USB ports.

Device Guard lets IT managers create rules to run only trusted applications 

and help protect against walk-up attacks through USB ports.****

Physical security features protect your investment.
An optional bolt-to-counter configuration, VESA mounting and K-lock 
features can secure the device to prevent theft.

ACQUIRE STYLISH 
DEVICES THAT CAN 
WITHSTAND WEAR 
AND TEAR
 
Insider info: While consumer-grade devices such as smartphones 
and tablets have been used in some commercial operations, they 
lack the reliability of more durable point of sale models needed for 
the hospitality industry. The robust HP Engage One system is built to 
tolerate heavy commercial use for extended periods of time. And you 
don’t have to take the device anywhere for repair — on-site service is 
standard because HP knows that restaurant and hospitality point of 
sale operations are mission-critical.



Restaurants say they 
currently have or must 
have point of sale 
software that offers:1 Menu management 

and customization 

EFFICIENCY
Streamline operations anywhere in the eatery
Tech-savvy operators now want machines that do more work and eliminate the need for manual inputs and outputs. More than 
half of restaurant operators say they currently have or must have point of sale software that offers analytics and forecasting, menu 
management or customization, inventory or ingredient management, labor or workforce management, and CRM or loyalty program 
management.1 Although some of these functions may use a server or cloud technology, powerful hardware must be acquired and 
configured to locally run programs, handle more tasks and keep up during peak hours. Updated point of sale technology can deal with the 
demand and allow restaurants to increase efficiency and improve operations.

Restaurant-ready 
convenience and flexibility

Invest in software and hardware to do the heavy lifting, so you 
can focus on more strategic initiatives. The HP Engage One 
system can help modernize your entire business, including 
back-office management, kitchen operations, digital menu 
boards, video surveillance and customer-ordering kiosks. 
Enable tasks and transactions to happen in the front of house, 
back of house or even at an off-site event, when you position 
the versatile HP Engage One system in any of these formats:

Self-service kiosk

Wall-mounted screen 
or tablet

Touchscreen display

Kitchen video system

Intuitive and responsive for fast interaction, the  
HP Engage One system can keep up with staff and  
customers alike. Customize your configuration with  
these optional accessories:*

• Stands 
• Magnetic-stripe readers
• Barcode scanners
• Customer-facing displays
• In-column or stand-alone receipt printers

Analytics and 
forecasting

67% 66%
Inventory and 

ingredient 
management 

61%
Labor and 
workforce 

management 

61%
CRM and 

loyalty program 
management 

57%

The VIPs of point of sale software functionality



Nix inefficiencies  
Streamline operations for quick-service and table-service 
restaurants, as well as food trucks, with the HP Engage One system.

Reduce wait times
Customers can save time using self-service kiosks, 
instead of waiting in line.

Increase order accuracy
When a guest enters an order directly into the point of 
sale system, sending it straight to the kitchen, errors 
are minimized.

Provide secure payment processing
No matter where transactions take place, at the order 
window or tableside, customer data will remain secure.



TRANSFORM YOUR RESTAURANT OR HOTEL 
INTO AN IDEAL DESTINATION WITH THE 
HP ENGAGE ONE SYSTEM

Restaurants and hotels must offer high-quality service that delights and engages today’s consumers. With the right technology 
in place, hospitality operators can compete effectively and deliver exceptional experiences to guests in today’s digital world. 

Learn more about how to keep your business running with HP Engage One solutions.

Read more about these restaurant and hospitality solutions, featured in the Explorer Series from Hospitality Technology: 
5 Ways Form Must Meet Function in Modern Point-of-Sale Hardware
POS Security: 10 Things Restaurants Often Miss

*Not all features are available in all editions or versions of Microsoft Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers, software or BIOS update to take 
full advantage of Microsoft Windows functionality. Microsoft Windows 10 is automatically updated.
**One- or three-year limited warranty, depending on country. 
***HP BIOSphere Gen3 requires Intel® or AMD® 7th Generation processors.
****Microsoft Device Guard and Credential Guard are available with Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise 2016 LTSB delivered from HP or to customers with a volume license to use Windows 10 
Enterprise. Microsoft Device Guard and Credential Guard are not available with Windows 10 Pro. The installation of Windows 10 Enterprise and Microsoft Device Guard and Credential Guard is 
available through HP Configuration and Deployment Services.
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